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Exceptional, Extraordinary, Marvelous,
Outstanding, Phenomenal, Remarkable
First Rate and Superior!
You’re probably thinking “What in the world are they talking about?” Our ground beef of course! This
stuff is sooo good that we couldn’t choose one word to describe it. We really take great pride in our
ground beef and burgers and think that they’re the tastiest you’ll find. Let’s take a closer look at what
goes into Iowa Meats and Siesel’s ground beef.
First of all it has to be fresh. We do all of our own grinding at each store on a daily basis. At busier
times we may be grinding several times a day. FRESH!! Larger chain stores may be receiving their beef
from somewhere else. Mass produced boxes of pre-ground and packaged beef stamped with a “Use by
Date”.
Did your parents ever tell you that “what you get out of something is exactly what you put into it”?
That couldn’t be truer when it comes to ground beef. Ours is made up of all the trim from the days
cutting and filling of the case. Those perfectly cut Prime and Choice steaks yield flavorful and juicy
Prime and Choice trim. There is no place in our walk-in coolers for “Lean Finely Textured
Beef” (LFTB), aka Pink Slime. Larger manufacturers and distributors are permitted to add up to 15% of
LFTB to their products labeled “100% Ground Beef”. A few years ago it was reported that nearly 70%
of grocery store ground beef contained pink slime. Good for the beef producer’s bottom line but
not good for you. Our ground beef is 100% ground beef and nothing else. That gives it a juicier
texture and beefier flavor.
Perhaps the most important factor in flavorful ground beef is the fat content. The USDA allows
“ground beef” to contain up to 30% fat (labeled 70/30). Some companies take full advantage of
that in their burger production. You may have purchased a box of frozen burgers and one of the
club stores thinking you were getting a good burger at a good price. What happens when it hits
the grill though? The fat melts, drips down, starts a fire and burns the meat beyond recognition.
No amount of ketchup is going save that burger!! We aim to keep our ratios between 15-20%
fat for our burger patties and ground beef. It’s just enough to keep it juicy but keep your local
fire company away at the same time. For some recipes like Chili, Taco Meat, or Meat Sauce
we recommend you use a leaner mix like our ground sirloin which is around 90/10 or 95/5.
After all, you are going to drain off and discard the fat after browning it any way.
If you have a recipe that calls for a specific cut to be ground, just come on in and ask the folks
behind the meat counter. We are a full service butcher shop, they will be happy to help you!
Haven’t tried our ground beef yet? Pick up a pound or a pack of burger’s, taste the difference for
yourselves and ENJOY!
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One of the greatest things about being in the meat and gourmet food business is that we are always striving to find the highest
quality items to share with you. This means a lot of taste testing!! It’s a rough job, but hey, someone’s gotta do it. Well, we are
excited to introduce you to Fraunheimer Fine Meats and here is their story:
In the summer of 1974, the founder of Fraunheimer Fine Meat worked as a ranch hand in Montana on his great-uncle Bud
Fraunhofer’s ranch. Bud was an old-school cowboy, holding to his ideals where his word was his bond and you always did things
so they would stay done.
That first-hand experience on the ranch with Bud as his guide was an education – on the value of hard work and the bold
flavors that come from clean ingredients and beef raised as nature intended. Through Fraunheimer Fine Meat, they pay tribute to
Bud Fraunhofer and a way of life that honored the land and the animal, with no short cuts. (Unfortunately, they couldn’t
trademark “Fraunhofer,” so they’ve taken some liberties with the name…)
Flavor is king with Fraunheimer, representing the pinnacle of bringing together the very best of two meats, American Wagyu
beef and Heritage pork.
Humanely raised, the American Wagyu beef and Heritage pork that becomes Fraunheimer sausages and hot dogs is exceptionally flavorful and has no added hormones or chemical food additives, delivering an authentic deliciousness all its own.
Fraunheimer Fine Meats offers a variety of sausages and hot dogs to choose from and we are so excited to be featuring them
this month for just $9.99 for a 12oz. package. Stop by either store today and pick up a pack or two. Oh heck, why not try all four
flavors! ENJOY

Smoked Bratwurst

We all love a delicious bratwurst, but this sausage
elevates it to a buttery level only found with
American Wagyu Beef. With a hint of mustard
seed, garlic, and nutmeg, Fraunheimer’s bratwurst
tastes like luxury.

Hot Link Sausage

The spiciness of our hot link balances on the edge,
leaving you to enjoy not only the direct hit from
cayenne and chili pepper, but the rich umami of
garlic and fennel.

Pastrami Sausage

This sausage is inspired by the traditional pastrami
recipes tat make it an American staple. Hitting all
the right layers of flavor, one bite suggest the sweet
tang of coriander to the rich spice of black pepper
and everything in between.

Hot Dogs

This hot dog can only lead to a second serving.
Delivering the perfect snap when you bite into it. Our
hot dogs are seasoned with a house blend of spices
including mustard, garlic, paprika, coriander, black
pepper, dried lemon peel, onion, chili powder, fennel,
anise, rosemary, dried tea and vinegar.
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It comes with some regularity. Every once in
awhile we have to go back to the “tri-tip.” We don’t
know why. People just forget.
To the beginning, a “triangle tip” is a single
muscle that lies over the sirloin and the sirloin tip. It
is triangular in shape, hence the name. It is also
tender, tasty and omni-useful. You can broil it, roast
it, cube it for kabobs, slice it for stir-fry, strip it for
stroganoff, stuff it…..stuff it?
You already know that we doe these up with
garlic. Each tri-tip is stuffed with six cloves of
garlic, dipped into a wine-based marinade and
seasoned. Here are the cooking methods:
 Grill over an open fire for 20-25 minutes, turning



several times.
Roast indirectly in a covered grill for 45 minutes.
Cook over direct heat in a covered grill. 10 minutes
on the first side and 15-20 minutes on the other side.

Which ever method you choose, cook the internal
temperature of 135° - that will be medium-rare.
Allow it to rest 10 minutes and slice at an angle as
you would a London Broil. So easy, so yummy and
on special this month! USDA Choice Marinated
Tri-tips for $12.99/lb. ENJOY
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Calera Wines was founding in 1975 by legendary vintner pioneer, Josh Jensen, in the Gavilan Mountains of
California’s majestic Central Coast. Since its beginning, Calera has played a pivotal role in establishing the Central
Coast as one of the New World’s most exciting wine regions. We are excited to showcase two wines from this iconic
winery.
Sourced from some of the appellation’s finest vineyards, the Camera Central Coast Chardonnay has
become a benchmark for the region, balancing such richness with beautiful mineralogy and
bright citrus flavors. The quality of the 2018 growing season on the Central Coast produced a
wonderful Chardonnay with ideal acidity, excellent structure, and alluring flavors. This 2018
vintage displays aromas of lemon zest, green apple, cedar, and passion fruit. On the palate,
mouth-coating waves of tropical fruit are balanced by natural acuity with French-oak inspired
hints of toasted brioche emerging on the finish.
Another finely crafted wine, using grapes from the finest vineyards in the region, the 2019
Pinot Noir is an alluring wine that offers enticing aromatics, soft velvety tannins, and vibrant
fruit and spice. It is lush and offers a beautiful bouquet of raspberry, cherry, and wild
strawberry aromas along with hints of sagebrush and dried herbs. The vibrant red berry layers
are echoed on the plush, mouth-coating palate where a beam of cool-climate acidity adds poise
and definition, carrying the flavors to a long, elegant finish.
As the Labor Day holiday approaches, we hope you have the opportunity to relax with
family and friends as we toast to the memories of a summer that has passed far too quickly
and to the harbinger of autumn. Cheers!

In Memoriam

Paula
On June 19th, our
beloved employee,
Paula passed away
from a sudden fall.
She always had a
twinkle in her eye and
warmed the hearts of
employees and
customers for 22 years.
We will forever
appreciate everything
she has done for Iowa
Meat Farms and all of
the people around her.
Rest In Peace, Paula

In one sense that phrase means to improvise or do something without
much preparation but that is not how we operate. You don’t become San
Diego’s number one full service butcher shops by improvising. The
winging it we are referring to is our juicy, flavorful, house marinated
jumbo drummette chicken wings!
You have probably seen them in our meat case and mistaken them
for chicken legs. We get it. These suckers are BIG! Big in size and big
on flavor. If you like it hot we got it. Try our Jalapeno Hot Wings or
Siracha marinated wings. If you are not so adventurous but still want to
excite your taste buds with a little kick of heat then try the Chili-Garlic
or Chinese Sweet wings. If feeling the burn is not your thing then stick
to our Korean wings (only at Siesels).
Your options for cooking wings are baking or grilling. For baking we
recommend you preheat the oven to 400 degrees. Place the wings on a
wire rack set on top of a cookie sheet lined with parchment paper for
easier cleanup. Baking time is 30-45 minutes. The longer you bake them
the crispy the skin will get. Grilling will be a little faster due to the more
intense direct heat. Be sure to preheat the grill to medium high temp and
oil the grill grates well to prevent the wings from sticking. Plan on a
cooking time of 10 to 12 minutes per side. Whether baking or grilling
the internal temp should reach 165 degrees or if you cut one open there
should not be any pink meat near the bone.
Buy them by the piece or by the pound. Pick up a few different
flavors, pair each one with a craft brewed beer from our beer cooler and
have your own wing tasting party. Great for a snack or a appetizer. No
knife or fork needed. All flavors of wings are on sale this month for just
$4.99/lb. ENJOY!
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Good from August 17th through September 30th or while supplies
Aged Midwestern,
USDA Choice

Cattleman or
Top Sirloin
Steak

$9.99 lb.

Aged Midwestern,
USDA Choice

USDA Prime,
Aged Midwestern

Marinated
Tri-Tips

Flank
Steak

$12.99 lb. $14.99 lb.

Our Own, Fresh

Our Own

Lean
Ground
Sirloin

Marinated
Beef Back
Ribs

$7.99 lb.

$8.99 lb.

$4.99 lb.

Fraunheimer
Hot Links

Fraunheimer
Pastrami Sausage

Fraunheimer
Smoke Bratwurst

Our Own

Marinated
Chicken
Wings

$9.99 12oz. $9.99 12oz. $9.99 12oz.
Benny’s
Pollo Asada

Apple Butter
BBQ Sauce

$9.99 12oz.

$4.99 lb.

2 for $7

Mexican White
Shrimp

Peeled & Deveined 16/20

Red White &
Blue Potato Salad

$24.99 lb.

$6.99 lb.

Fraunheimer

Uncured Hotdogs

www.bestmeatssandiego.com

18oz.
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